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ABOUT THE STUDY
Influenza is a severe respiration viral infection that reasons
significant morbidity and mortality ，  because of annual
epidemics and unpredictable pandemics. At present, capsules
utilized in influenza virus B infection remedy are specially
neuraminidase inhibitors (NAIs). With the good sized use of
NAI capsules, the influenza virus B has carried exceptional drug-
resistant mutations. This study aims to investigate the drug
resistance mutations of the NA collection in Flu B and offer
steerage for scientific medication.

From person to person, influenza is an acute viral infection of
the respiration tract that can unfold globally, infect any age
group, and cause a critical public fitness problem. Its standard
signs are excessive fever, runny nose, sore throat, muscle aches,
headaches, cough, and feeling of tiredness. According to the
latest estimates with the aid of using USA Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, World Health Organization (WHO),
and worldwide fitness partners, as many as 650,000 humans die
of seasonal influenza resulting from respiration illnesses every
year. The human influenza virus belongs to the orthomyxoviride
virus family of relatives in virological classification. It is divided
into A, B, and C kinds in keeping with the antigenicity in their
nuclear proteins, whilst influenza B viruses are the primary
pathogens inflicting human influenza in recent years, with
minor outbreaks in a few areas.

Nowadays, neuraminidase inhibitors, which includes
Oseltamivir, Zanamivir, Peramivir, etc, are the main clinical
drugs for type B influenza remedy. With the global occurrence of

influenza resulting from type B influenza virus and the extensive
use of NAI capsules, the drug resistance mutations of influenza
type B viruses had been accumulating. It has been suggested that
influenza B viruses have developed various degrees of resistance
to clinically used NAI capsules above-mentioned. However, there
may be no systematic observe on drug resistance of NAI all
around the world. We analyzed the near full-length
neuraminidase (NA) gene sequences of influenza Type B virus
that were submitted to the public database around the world to
characterize the important drug resistance mutations in NA
proteins to provide a theoretical basis for higher medical
prevention and manipulate of influenza B.

NAIs can mimic the herbal substrate, sialic acid, to bind to NA
and block its active sites in order that it cannot catalyze the
hydrolysis of sialic acid and prevent the discharge of virus
particles. The RNA polymerase of the influenza virus is
vulnerable to cause mismatches. With the increases in scientific
use of NAIs, the corresponding NAIs drug-resistant traces
progressively appeared. At present, it's miles believed that the
molecular mechanism of influenza virus resistance to NAIs is
specially the mutation of the viral RNA collection encoding NA,
which adjustments one or greater amino acid residues
constituting NA. The most common changes include amino acid
residue substitution and deletion. Drug-resistant traces with the
substitution or deletion of NA protease active sites or nearby
amino acid residues can directly or indirectly cause the spatial
conformation alternate of NA protease active sites and the harm
of enzyme function, the failure of NA binding to NAIs with
excessive affinity.
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